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Essential Questions
Essential questions (EQs) help target standards as you organise 

curriculum content into coherent units that yield focused and 

thoughtful learning. Offering dozens of examples, Essential 

Questions: Opening Doors to Student Understanding explores 

the usefulness of EQs in all P–12 content areas, including skill-

based areas such as maths, PE, language instruction and arts 

education. Learn how to create a culture of inquiry so that all 

members of the educational community – students, teachers 

and administrators – benefi t from the increased rigour and deepened understanding 

that emerge when essential questions become a guiding force for learners of all ages. 

109004 • $29.95

The Art & Science of Teaching: A 

Comprehensive Framework for Effective 

Instruction
A model for ensuring quality teaching that balances 

the necessity of research-based data in the form 

of 10 questions that represent a logical planning 

sequence for successful instructional design. 

107001 • $29.95

A Handbook for the Art and Science of 

Teaching
Marzano’s breakthrough framework for eff ective 

instruction as a series of 25 modules equips 

any classroom teacher with a logical planning 

sequence. Establish learning goals and develop 

deep understandings. Communicate high 

expectations for learning.

108049 • $32.95

A Handbook for the Art and Science of 

Teaching
Marzano’s breakthrough framework for eff ective 

instruction as a series of 25 modules equips 

any classroom teacher with a logical planning 

sequence. Establish learning goals and develop 

deep understandings. Communicate high 

expectations for learning.

108049 • $32.95

A Handbook for High Reliability Schools
Usher in the new era of school reform with A 

Handbook for High Reliability Schools. In this 

invaluable manual for whole-school improvement, 

Dr Robert Marzano and his co-authors help you 

to transform your school into an organisation 

that takes proactive steps to prevent failure 

and ensure student success. Using a research-

based fi ve-level hierarchy along with leading and 

lagging indicators, you’ll learn to assess, monitor and confi rm the 

eff ectiveness of your school.   

MRL2779 • $29.95

The Understanding by Design Guide 

to Advanced Concepts in Creating and 

Reviewing Units 
 This guide offers instructional modules on how to refi ne units 

created using Understanding by Design (UbD) and how to 

effectively review the units using self-assessment and peer 

review, along with observation and supervision. The guide is 

intended for use by individuals or groups in K–16 education who 

want to further develop their skills in UbD.  

112026 • $32.95

Understanding by Design: Professional 

Development Workbook
Professional Development Workbook extends the 

ideas presented in Understanding by Design (Ubd) 

by focusing on professional development and the 

practical matters of curriculum design. 

103056 • $32.95

Understanding by Design,

Second Edition
What is understanding and how does it differ from 

knowledge? How can we determine the big ideas 

worth understanding? Why is understanding an 

important teaching goal? 

103055 • $35.95

The Understanding by Design Guide to 

Creating High-Quality Units
The Understanding by Design Guide to Creating High-

Quality Units offers instructional modules on the basic 

concepts and elements of  the “backward design” 

approach. 

109107 • $29.95
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QTY CODE TITLE PRICE

MRL2779 A Handbook for High Reliability Schools $29.95 

108049 A Handbook for the Art and Science of Teaching $32.95

SOT2004 Backward Design DVD $150.00

110019 Effective Supervision: Supporting the Art and Science of Teaching $29.95

109004 Essential Questions: Opening Doors To Student Understanding $29.95 

105004 Integrating Differentiated Instruction and Understanding by Design $25.95

MRL5916 Managing the Inner World of Teaching $24.95

107018 Schooling by Design: Mission, Action and Achievement $35.95

107011
The Art & Science of Teaching: A Comprehensive Framework for 

Effective Instruction
$29.95

608073 The Art & Science of Teaching Book & DVD Set $375.00

112026 
The Understanding by Design Guide to Advanced Concepts in 

Creating and Reviewing Units 
$32.95 

109107 The Understanding by Design Guide to Creating High-Quality Units $29.95

103056 Understanding by Design: Professional Development Workbook $32.95

103055 Understanding by Design, Second Edition $35.95

MRL6217 Vocabulary Games for the Classroom $40.00

Total: $

Integrating Differentiated Instruction and 

Understanding by Design
This differentiation book will provide your school with a 

comprehensive and in-depth approach to ensure all students 

are learning to their maximum capacity. Differentiated 

Instruction and Understanding by Design explains how to 

connect these two approaches and use their combined 

power to meet content standards and prepare for tests. While 

providing students with multiple learning pathways, use the 

backward design approach to develop curriculum units and lessons that can be 

differentiated in response to students’ different needs and levels.  

105004 • $25.95

Managing the Inner World of Teaching: 

Emotions, Interpretations, and Actions
Managing the Inner World of Teaching by Robert J. Marzano 

and Jana S. Marzano focuses on an issue often overlooked in 

schools: teachers’ thoughts and feelings. By understanding and 

monitoring their emotions, interpretations and actions, teachers 

can transform their instructional practices. Using Managing the 

Inner World of Teaching, F-12 teachers will understand the inner 

world of teaching - their emotions, interpretations and actions - and analyse how 

it effects their instructional practices; use the three-phase management process - 

awareness, analysis and choice - every day to ensure success; and gain effective 

strategies and activities to enhance the lives of their students and learn to honour 

each student’s self-system. 

MRL5916 • $24.95

Vocabulary Games for the Classroom
Puzzle stories, category creators, word harvests and much 

more make learning easy and fun. The step by step approach 

clearly explains the design, set up, materials and directions for 

each game, and an extensive appendix is fi lled with vocabulary 

terms that are considered critical based on educational 

research by the Marzano Institute. This Revised Australian 

edition offers sample questions, suggestions and examples to 

help you teach each game.

MRL6217 • $40.00

Schooling by Design: Mission, Action 

and Achievement
UbD authors describe how to start with your school’s 

mission and goals and develop a powerful school 

improvement plan focused on desired results. 

107018 • $35.95

Backward Design DVD
In the backward design framework, the ideas of teaching 

and assessing for understanding are woven into the 

process of curriculum design. In this framework, the goal 

is to help learners understand the content identifi ed in 

the standards, using the textbook as a resource, not as a 

syllabus.

SOT2004 • $150.00

To Contact our Sales Rep

 VIC contact reception on Toll Free Ph: 1800 334 603 or orders@

hbe.com.au  •  NSW contact Judy Morrissey on 0414 424 160 

or nsw1@hbe.com.au  •  QLD contact Karen Hofmann 

on 0439 889 190 or qld1@hbe.com.au

Online ‘On Account’ ordering now available!

If you have a pre-existing account with 

Hawker Brownlow Education, you can now 

order online and pay using that account.

TERMS OF TRADE
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST.

• All prices are subject to change without notice.

•  For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you can 

pay by cheque or credit card in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).

• Full money-back guarantee.

•  We do realise it is diffi cult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go 

to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view the fi rst few pages of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your 

selected book page.

•  We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept undamaged returns for full credit 

or refund.  Posters are for fi rm sale only and will not be sent on approval.  Please be aware that delivery and return postage is the 

responsibility of the customer.

•  Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 within Australia and $15.00 for New 

Zealand for each order.

• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

Attention ....................................................... Order Number ................

Name of School .....................................................................................

Address ..................................................................................................

................................................................................................................

.................................  State ........................................P/Code ..............

Country  .................................................................................................

Email: .....................................................................................................

Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about future workshops, 

conferences and the latest publications.

PRICE LIST

INVOICE 

❍  Please invoice school/institution (offi cial purchase order must be supplied)

Purchase order number: _________________________________________

CREDIT CARD   

❍ School/organisation credit card   ❍ Personal credit card

❍ Visa   ❍ Mastercard   ❍ Amex (4% surcharge)

Card number:        

Amount: $ ________  Expiry date: _____   CVV: _____  

Signature: ___________________

CHEQUE   

❍ Cheque – Make cheque payable to Hawker Brownlow Education

+61 3 8558 2444 www.hbe.com.au orders@hbe.com.au+61 3 8558 2400
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